
Section 12-3-271 of the Georgia Code of Laws   

states the JIA shall use its income and revenues to 

manage, improve and develop Jekyll Island State 

Park "at the lowest rates reasonable and 

possible for the benefit of the people of the 

State of Georgia." 
 

The more than 13,000 responses to IPJI’s “Let’s 

Keep Jekyll Affordable” online petition clearly 

show that Jekyll’s visitors want the majority of the 

island’s lodgings to be moderately priced.  The 

same can be said of IPJI’s affordability survey, the 

results of which show that only 16% of the more 

than 2,000 participants can’t afford to vacation on 

Jekyll if room rates go above $150 per day. 

 

So, given all of the above, one would think that affordability would be a priority for the JIA. 

Well, think again. 

 The newly built Jekyll Beach Village features a high-end Westin Hotel and the soon-to-

be built Jekyll Club Oceanfront Suites, which will have room rates comparable to those at 

the upscale Jekyll Club Hotel. Plans for an economy hotel in the Beach Village have 

apparently been abandoned. 

 The replacement hotel for the affordable Oceanside Inn & Suites is a Holiday Inn Resort, 

which, as the top of the line for the Holiday Inn chain, has room rates that are usually in 

the $175-$250 range (taxes and service fee included), with the exception of a few 

roadside rooms that are priced lower. 

 The leases for the site of the former Buccaneer Resort and Georgia Coast Inn have 

recently been acquired by the investment group that built the high-end hotels in Jekyll’s 

Beach Village and operate the Jekyll Island Club Hotel. Given the group’s track record, 

odds are that whatever is built on those 

properties will cater to the affluent.   

So, is affordability dead on Jekyll Island? Not 

necessarily. IPJI will continue to push for 

affordable lodgings on the sites of the former 

Buccaneer Hotel and Georgia Coast Inn and 

within the Beach Village, where an additional 

hotel is in the planning stage.   If you care about 

Jekyll Island State Park’s tradition of 

affordability, please sign IPJI’s “Let’s Keep 

Jekyll Affordable” petition and take advantage 

of the petition’s comments box to share your 

feelings on this important issue.  

Your input is needed if IPJI is to have any chance of influencing the JIA’s thinking on what 

should be built on the three sites awaiting development.  

  

http://www.savejekyllisland.org/AffPet.html
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